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Yield your good heart to sincere purpose and lively passion. Feel your soul
express love with pure intention. Be authentic. Watch as love and grace bring
light and peace that surpasses simple understanding. Live your life well with
joy that embraces beauty and truth. Life is the dance of love. Love is the
cause of life. Love is the best way to embrace your life quest. Be love, right
here and right now.

Embrace who you are, just as you are: a manifestation of love energy in a
human being. You are a flesh and blood incarnation of love's longing for love.
Be without fear. Live your life purpose well as best you can. Be willing to love
yourself first, unconditionally without prejudice or judgement. Then, you can
practice love by loving other people with genuine unconditional love. Be
spontaneous and generous with love for all. Love is colour blind.

Success is easy as you practice mindfully and sincerely with love as your
daily focus and sustenance. Be truly present. Let love inspire all that you think,
say and do. Love is the universal substance that makes all things and all
relationships wholesome, healthy and bright. Love shapes and fills the
abundant cosmos without end.
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Unconditional love begins with me. And you dear friend. It is true that we live
in an age of upheaval and disruption, change and conflict. Humanity is at a
crisis inflection point. We are at the peak of human chaos becoming
increasingly inhuman and even brutal. But there is hope for our warring states.
Only the authentic power of unconditional love can heal and mend our broken
hearts. For all our problems, love is the authentic solution. Do we have the
courage to change our petty mindsets?

Now is the time. Here is the moment. The present is really a gift of love
unlimited. All we need do is to truly see beyond our petty indifference, selfish
prides and arrogant egos. Then, we can, each person -- begin to find our way
back to love. We can start with baby steps. Love is like the sun. If we turn our
backs to the sun and walk away, we will feel less and less warm. If we walk
ever closer to the sun, we will feel energetic love warming our love life. To be
love or not to be love, is truly our personal choice. Choose proactively.
Choose love.

Choice is the key. Choice is the gift of free will. Choice empowers voice.
Listen to your heart where your soul sits waiting to unleash loving-kindness to
all you meet in your daily encounters. Choose to love those who love you.
Choose to love the impoverished especially those who are hard to love.
Choose to love those who you think don't deserve to be loved. Love dissolves
hate, and restores good health. Unconditional love knows no boundaries and
can overcome all barriers.

Observe and look around to truly see. Just see how love is the awesome
energy that creates miracles and magic, moment to moment. Love is the
universal solvent that dissolves all harshness and restores wholesomeness.
Love confronts conflict with kindness and compassion. Love changes
everything and everyone within sight by a subtle shift of insight and empathy.
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Note especially how unconditional love can inspire purpose, passion and
poise. Love makes all things new in a marvellous touch of happy rapture. Love
funds purpose. Purpose moves passion. Passion spurs poise. Love inspires
profound excellence with strokes of elegance and finesse. More love is thus
the true reward for love that heals all wounds and injuries.

Dream a fabulous dream of love. The dawn of a new day begins as love
brings light and peace. Dare to boldly be a messenger of love. All you need do
is to embrace and express love that pours forth spontaneously into your heart
-- a love that brings you health, wholeness and well-being. Love is a
conundrum. You get what you give in full measure. Yet, you can never have
enough love. So you give love to get even more love!

Intention and confidence boost proactive action. To unleash the authentic
power of love, we must be consistent and persistent in our practice of
unconditional love. Love grows easy with deliberate action in a conscious
cycle of giving love without counting the cost. Be willing to practice empathy
and compassion despite the cold indifference that you may encounter. Love is
truly an action word. Live generous love each moment.

Touch is the way love moves from soul to soul and beyond. Human
encounters are filled with amazing possibilities for personal growth and
genuine enlightenment. To be enlightened is simply to cast off your burdens -of unnecessary desire and empty ambition -- and feel so much lighter that you
can float into higher rapture and peaceful joy. Giving unconditional love
propels you towards certain enlightenment!

Ignite the fire of unconditional love with true understanding, deep empathy
and sincere compassion. Be willing to be a love agent. Let love be your
banner and totem. Dare to serve and live the cause of love so that your life
may be the glorious dance of love. Work hard that your life story can become
the exemplary profile of unconditional love in fond action and loving goodwill.
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Opt to be an agent of love in your comings and goings each day. Meet and
greet each face you encounter in your daily pursuits with genuine lovingkindness. Your actions speak best when your attitude shows up with
goodness. Do what you will have others do unto you with unconditional love in
your gift basket.

Nurture the sense of the sacred in all that you think, say and do. Think
beautiful thoughts of love. Speak beautiful words of love. Act and dare do with
heart and soul authentic deeds of love. Love fills all sacred spaces with an indwelling presence that is uplifting and inspiring. Unconditional love works
wonders wherever you wander.

Abide in the miracle of love that makes all good things grow abundantly. Start
with an attitude of gratitude for all your blessings. Count the true value of your
blessings with just one word: Love. Your job is to make love the mantra of
your zest, fest and jest. Be a lovely example of unconditional love to everyone
around you.

Life is the dance of love. Join in the dance of unconditional love that makes
the world go round. Be a beacon of hope to the hopeless. Be a source of faith
to the faithless. Be a healing touch that unconditional love ushers to the
loveless. Dance with the miracle and magic of love each moment. Love
empowers zest for life!

Love is the cause of life. Join in the cause of life. Live with generous love.
Live with healing love. Live with abundant love. Align your heart and soul with
the spirit of unconditional love that makes the world go around with
remarkable precision and wholesome goodness.
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Outcome follows from habitual action. So be self-indulgent with the good and
the positive steps you take moment to moment. Be willing to live unconditional
love. Be genuine. Be sincere. Be authentic. Let your loving action speak
above the hue and cry of conflict and confrontation where pain and suffering
sublimate misery.

Voice is the power to give words life. Love compels courage and confident
living. Be happy in a world of apathy and remorse. Be a genuine agent of
unconditional love despite the indifference you meet on the road of life. Be a
voice that leads to abundant love in unlimited ways. Love is your birthright
here and now.

Expect the good that you give to multiply without exception. Setbacks serve
only to help you decide that you will surely meet triumph in the cause of love.
All in due time, love will come back to you in spontaneous and miraculous
blessings. Seize that genuine hope that empowers faith to believe in the
healing power of love without end.

Be who you were born to be: a person who lives persistently with purpose
and passion regardless of adversity and failure. Your journey on this good
earth is to be love in flesh and blood. Just love unconditionally, and love will
be your true salvation wherever you go. Be brave. Be true. Be happy.

Empower your creative expression with deliberate loving intention. Each
effect comes from a cause. Love is the highest and first-cause. Thus, love is
the best effect. Start from a position of love, and you end with a situation of
love. Love is all; all else is illusion.
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Glimpses of love inspire ever more loving encounters in the journey of life.
You are a wayfarer in this earthly incarnation. Dare to live love, light and
peace as grace guides you to beauty and truth. You practice by going the way
of unconditional love that surpasses all understanding. Follow your heart that
knows the way to love.

Intuit how love makes the world go round through change, disruption and
upheavals. No matter what happens, hold fast to love and never let go. See all
transient things -- change, conflict, confrontation, chaos, disruption, sorrow,
suffering and pain -- as temporary bubbles on the the waters of emergent
light. Be a light-bearer of love.

Notice that love is the sure reward of love. Rise above the petty annoyances
and indifference that you meet on the streets of life. Surrender yourself to love
without conditions. Just be a love agent, genuine, sincere and authentic. On
the stage of life, there are many actors in the cast. Just live and act your part
well with love for all in their many disguises. Love is the ambrosia of life
beyond life.

Success is truly an inside job and to love unconditionally is the greatest
achievement in this world of pain and suffering. Be willing to live the truth that
sets you free. Love is beyond the strangle of fear. Unconditional love is the
sure guarantee of certainty in a fleeting and transitory world of constant
change.

Wisdom comes from understanding the soul purpose of your life quest. Your
journey here and now is not accidental. You have a right to be here. Your
moral obligation is to be love incarnate: authentic and true with unconditional
love as your mantra. Nothing else is needed from you. Love empowers
freedom.
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Insights are invitations to potential possibilities and inspired by a deeper need
beyond physical attainment. You are a majority of one. Be the highlight of your
own life path -- a living soul spark with a mission to be a love agent. Be willing
to love unconditionally.

Thoughts are things especially when love is the motivation that compels you
to act with loving-kindness. Love is the way back home. So practice
unconditional love without exception and be enlightened to your own
ascension to love, light and peace.

Hope is a matter of perspective, and comes from faith in love. Love is the
ultimate reality and cannot be understood from mere language symbols. Love
is feeling beyond knowing and supersedes human knowledge. The practice of
love is the ultimate gift of a creative soul.

Meet each face with a cheery disposition that inspires happiness and joy. The
touch of unconditional love is surely the greatest good a human being can
truly give to others. This is how humanity transcends these earthly limitations
to a higher realm of being. Love is the way of being that manifests as a
becoming. Live unconditional love with the grace of truth and beauty. Love is
the universal currency that provides all you need.

Easy is the way of spirit that propels you to be more loving and more kind to
all you meet on the road of life. So travel with love, light and peace with a
heart open to the promptings of unconditional love for each living person or
creature you encounter each day. Let compassionate living be the hallmark of
your life quest. Let unconditional love begin with me... and you dear friend.
Yes, love is the cause of life. And life is the dance of love. Yes, Unconditional
Love Begins With Me. And You Dear Friend.
<ENDS>
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Writer’s Notes:
Brief biography:
Leon A. Enriquez was born in Singapore in 1955. A former magazine editor for
business/infocomms technology, he has been a freelance writer for the past 18 years.
He offers editorial services to corporate clients who need help with writing their corporate
profiles, brochures, website content development, marketing communications materials and
other specialized writing assignments. Other interests include ghost-writing and editing
copy for commercial and academic parties for books, newspaper articles and magazine
contributions. Leon specializes in content creation for a diverse industry spectrum.
Journal writing and poetry writing are my self-healing mechanism for personal growth and
development.
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